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We evaluate the performance of two versions of the ACCESS model (1.0 and 
1.3) in simulating both the historical (1979−2008) and projected (2071−2100) at-
mospheric circulations during, principally, the austral winter under two CMIP5 
emission scenarios (RCP4.5 and RCP8.5). The model biases are estimated relative 
to two recent reanalysis datasets, while the projected circulation changes are as-
sessed against the simulated historical circulations. Overall, both ACCESS mod-
els display model biases comparable in magnitude to other CMIP5 model biases. 
The most significant biases include the upper-tropospheric cold and polar warm 
biases, a westerly wind bias in the tropical upper troposphere and easterly wind 
biases in the southern and northern mid-latitudes, a narrower than observed 
Hadley circulation cell, a stronger Walker circulation cell, and drying (moistening) 
near the outer edges of the ascending (descending) branch of the Hadley cell. The 
projected circulation changes for the late 21st century in ACCESS simulations are 
largely similar to those found in the previous generation climate models including 
upper-tropospheric and polar warmings, a stronger subtropical jet, a poleward 
shifted mid-latitude jet, a deeper Hadley cell with its descending branch expand-
ing poleward, and a weakened Walker circulation. However, our analysis also re-
veals a moderate intensification of the projected Hadley cell in the RCP4.5, but not 
the RCP8.5, simulations. Most of the projected changes are similar in ACCESS1.0 
and ACCESS1.3, except that the Walker circulation change in ACCESS1.3 is es-
sentially an eastward shift of its ascending branch to the east of the dateline, while 
that in ACCESS1.0 is an in-place weakening of the circulation.

Introduction

The atmosphere is the most important subsystem of the 
earth’s climate system that directly affects the human life on a 
daily basis through its ever changing weather. The climate of a 
region, defined as the long-term statistics of weather, is locally 
determined by the many distinctive atmospheric circulation 
systems that constitute the global atmospheric circulation. 
Among the most prominent atmospheric circulation systems 
are the Hadley circulation, the Walker circulation, jet streams, 
monsoon circulations, and extratropical synoptic-scale 
cyclones. Scientists have long been studying the time-mean 
and time-varying characteristics of these circulation systems 
using observational analyses (e.g. Peixoto and Oort 1992), 
theoretical analyses (e.g. Gill 1982), and comprehensive 

numerical modelling (e.g. Washington and Parkinson 2005). 
In recent decades, global circulation models (GCMs) have 
emerged as an important tool for studying the atmospheric 
circulation systems, as well as other aspects of the climate 
system. The GCMs enable us to do numerical experiments to 
unravel the underlying mechanism of a circulation system or 
a climatic event, to predict weather and climate on a range 
of timescales, and to estimate the climate system response 
to imposed external forcings. An important precondition 
for the GCMs’ utility for these purposes is, however, their 
ability to faithfully simulate the relevant characteristics of 
the climate system. This ability can only be gauged by a 
systematic evaluation of GCM simulations using available 
observations, a task which importantly also contributes to 
the further GCM development. 

The Australian Community Climate and Earth System 
Simulator (ACCESS) is a coupled atmosphere–ocean–sea-Corresponding author address: Harun Rashid, email: harun.rashid@ 

csiro.au
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Model experiments and validation data

In this work, we use data from the ACCESS-CM simulations 
that have been contributed to the CMIP5 archive. The 
ACCESS model and the CMIP5 experiments have been 
documented in detail by Bi et al. (2013) and Dix et al. (2013), 
respectively. Here, we only highlight the major differences 
between the atmosphere components of ACCESS1.0 and 
ACCESS1.3. The atmosphere components are based on 
the UK Met Office Unified Model (version 7.3) and feature 
sophisticated parameterisations for unresolved physical 
processes involving radiation, clouds, aerosols, greenhouse 
gases, convection, gravity-wave drags, and the atmospheric 
boundary layer (Martin et al. 2011). In ACCESS1.0, the 
atmosphere model is configured to have the HadGEM2 
climate configuration (Collins et al. 2008, Martin et al. 2011), 
whereas in ACCESS1.3 the atmospheric configuration is 
closely related to that of the Global Atmosphere version 1.0 
(Hewitt et al. 2011, Walters et al. 2011). Thus, ACCESS1.3 
uses a prognostic cloud scheme (Wilson et al. 2008) and 
ACCESS1.0 uses the diagnostic cloud scheme of Smith 
(1990). The other major difference is that ACCESS1.3 uses 
the CABLE land surface scheme (Kowalczyk et al. 2006, 
2013), whereas ACCESS1.0 uses MOSES 2. In addition, the 
ACCESS1.3 version includes some further changes in the 
cloud, radiation, and boundary layer schemes as detailed in 
Bi et al. (2013). The ocean and sea-ice models used in both 
versions of ACCESS-CM are identical, except for a smaller 
critical Richardson number used in ACCESS1.0 ocean 
model (Rashid et al. 2013). The main impact of this change 
is to moderately increase ENSO strength through reduced 
mixings, and hence enhanced stratifications, in the upper 
equatorial thermocline. In addition, slightly different sea-ice 
albedos are used in the sea-ice models of ACCESS1.0 and 
ACCESS1.3 (Bi et al. 2013). 

 The ACCESS model simulations are driven by various 
anthropogenic climate forcings, arising from the changing 
concentrations of ozone, aerosols and the long-lived 
greenhouse gases (GHGs) in the atmosphere. The GHGs 
used are CO2, CH4, N2O, CFC11, CFC12, CFC113, HCFC22, 
HCF125 and HFC134a. The included aerosol types are 
sulphate aerosols (SO4), fossil fuel black carbon (FFBC), 
fossil fuel organic carbon (FFOC), biomass-burning aerosols 
(BB), biogenic secondary organic aerosols, sea-salt (SS), and 
mineral dust (DU). In addition, natural climate forcings due 
to variations in total solar irradiance (TSI) and the volcanic 
stratospheric aerosol concentration are used in the model 
simulations. In addition to the historical simulations, the 
same anthropogenic and natural forcings (for the relevant 
period) are used in the AMIP simulations. For the 21st 
century simulations, projected forcings from two of the 
CMIP5 emission scenarios, namely RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, are 
used. More details about the natural and anthropogenic 
climate forcings used in the ACCESS CMIP5 simulations 
may be found in Dix et al. (2013). 

 We use the 30-year period (1979−2008) for validating the 

ice model (hereafter, ACCESS-CM) developed by the Centre 
for Australian Weather and Climate Research (CAWCR) with 
contributions from the participating Australian universities 
(Bi et al. 2013). The ACCESS-CM is aimed at providing a 
comprehensive climate modelling capacity to Australian 
scientists. It has also been used to contribute to the CMIP5 
project that, among other things, underpins the upcoming 
IPCC Fifth Assessment Report. Two versions of the ACCESS-
CM, ACCESS1.0 and ACCESS1.3, were used to perform the 
core CMIP5 experiments requested by the PCMDI (Taylor 
et al. 2011, Dix et al. 2013). Both versions share essentially 
the same ocean and sea-ice component models, but use 
different atmospheric models (having significant differences 
in their cloud and land-surface parameterisation schemes; 
see the next section for details). In this paper, we evaluate 
the atmospheric circulation features over a recent historical 
period and document the projected circulation changes for 
the late 21st century using data from both ACCESS models for 
the historical experiment and two future emission scenario 
experiments. In particular, we examine the simulated Hadley 
and Walker circulations, the jet streams, as well as the 
vertical structure of air temperature and relative humidity 
under the historical and late 21st century conditions. Two 
recent atmospheric reanalysis datasets are utilised for the 
evaluation of the historical simulation, with the difference 
between the two reanalyses providing an estimate of the 
reanalysis uncertainty. The coupled simulations are also 
compared with the corresponding AMIP simulations in 
order to understand the possible sources of coupled model 
biases. The projected late 21st century simulations are 
assessed against the historical simulations. We limit the 
scope of this investigation to the southern hemisphere (SH) 
tropospheric circulation systems during winter, when the 
systems are most pronounced. An exception is the Walker 
circulation, which is strongest during the austral summer 
(e.g. Power and Smith 2007), and therefore is examined for 
this season. We leave out the discussion of the simulated 
surface climate, as this will be discussed elsewhere. For 
example, the global surface climate is described in Bi et al. 
(2013), Dix et al. (2013), Smith et al. (2013) and Watterson et 
al. (2013), the land-surface climate in Kowalczyk et al. (2013), 
while the interannual variability associated with the El 
Niño−Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events is documented in 
Rashid et al. (2013). Our main focus here is to document the 
fidelity of ACCESS-CM in simulating the key atmospheric 
circulation systems. However, where possible, we also 
compare ACCESS-CM results with the relevant published 
results from CMIP3 and CMIP5 models.

 The paper is organised as follows. We first briefly 
describe the ACCESS-CM experiments and the reanalysis 
data used in this assessment, with pointers to more detailed 
descriptions. This is followed by a documentation of the 
model performance in simulating the historical atmospheric 
circulations. We then discuss the projected circulation 
changes for the late 21st century. Finally, some conclusions 
of this work are provided. 
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uncertainty among the two reanalysis datasets1. In general, 
the CFSR air temperatures are slightly colder than for ERA-
Interim in the tropical middle-to-upper troposphere and 
over the South Pole; elsewhere they tend to be warmer 
(Fig. 1(b)). These differences between the reanalyses are, 
however, mostly not statistically significant (differences 
statistically significant at the 99 per cent level are stippled). 
Also, they are smaller than the biases in the AMIP (Fig. 1(c, 
d)) and coupled model simulations (Fig. 1(e, f)). Temperatures 
in ACCESS1.0 are colder throughout the troposphere (with 
a maximum cold bias of ~5 °C in the upper troposphere), 
except for a few regions in the polar mid-troposphere and 
the tropopause extending from the tropics to the northern 
hemisphere (NH) extratropics (Fig. 1(c, e)). In comparison, 
ACCESS1.3 shows somewhat warmer temperatures overall 
(Fig. 1(d, f)), with smaller (larger) cold (warm) biases. Also, 
the cold bias is somewhat stronger in coupled simulations 
than in AMIP simulations for both models. Interestingly, 
however, the ACCESS1.3 model shows a smaller bias in 
the coupled simulation than in the AMIP simulation (cf. Fig. 
1(d, f)). Overall, the pattern of air temperature bias in the 
ACCESS models is similar to those in some other CMIP5 
models (Martin et al. 2011, Watanabe et al. 2011) and to the 
multi-model mean bias seen in the CMIP3 climate models, 
with some differences in details (Reichler and Kim 2008b, 
their Fig. 4(b)). The latter implies that the ACCESS model 
bias is less than the individual model biases experienced by 
most of the CMIP3 models. 

Jet streams
The zonal-mean zonal winds from reanalyses and model 
simulations are presented in Fig. 2. The main circulation 
features for the austral winter are the subtropical jet in the 
SH and the mid-latitude jet in the NH, with the former being 
the stronger with a peak magnitude of over 40 m s–1 in the 
upper troposphere (Fig. 2(a)). Compared to ERA-Interim, 
the jets in CFSR are slightly weaker; also, the westerlies 
over the SH high latitudes and the tropical easterlies tend 
to be stronger in this reanalysis (Fig. 2(b); see also Chelliah 
et al. 2011). These differences are, however, again smaller 
than the model biases. The main model bias, common to 
all simulations, is an overall westerly bias (of up to 6 m s–1) 
over the tropics that makes the simulated tropical easterlies 
weaker compared to those in ERA-Interim. A zonal wind 
bias of comparable magnitude is also found in other CMIP5 
models (Martin et al. 2011, Donner et al. 2011). There are 
significant zonal wind biases near the subtropical jet; the 
westerlies strengthen on the upper poleward side of the 
jet, which is part of an equatorward bias in the simulated 
stratospheric polar night jet (not shown). On the other 
hand, in all but the ACCESS1.3 AMIP simulation (Fig. 2(d)), 
the westerlies weaken (strengthen) on the lower poleward 
(equatorward) side of the jet (Fig. 2(c, e, f)). The latter gives 

1Similar techniques were also used in the past to estimate observational 
or reanalysis uncertainties (Reichler and Kim 2008a).

historical simulations and the 30-year period (2071−2100) 
for calculating the late 21st century projected changes. 
The selected historical period facilitates comparison with 
modern reanalysis datasets, which normally begin at year 
1979 to take advantage of available satellite data. Also, while 
some previous studies used 20 years of simulated data to 
estimate projected changes (e.g. Meehl et al. 2012), we have 
used a slightly longer 30-year period to reduce the sampling 
fluctuations of the computed time means. For the historical 
period we supplement the historical experiment data for 
1979−2005 by three years (2006−2008) of simulation data from 
the RCP4.5 experiment. For the late 21st century circulation 
projections we use data from RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenario 
simulations, and compare the projections with the historical 
simulations to estimate the changes. For evaluation of the 
historical circulations, we use two new generation reanalysis 
datasets: the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al. 2011) and 
the NCEP climate forecast system reanalysis (CFSR) (Saha 
et al. 2010) for the period 1979−2008. To test the statistical 
significance of the estimated model biases and climate 
projections, we used a revised Student’s t-test that takes into 
account the serial (or auto) correlation of climate time series 
(Zwiers and von Storch 1995). The serial correlations of the 
time series show spatial variation, therefore the threshold 
departure value that passes a particular significance level 
also varies over the spatial domain.

Simulation of historical atmospheric 
circulation features

Here, we compare the simulated zonal-mean air temperature, 
zonal wind, and meridional overturning stream function with 
available reanalysis data. This allows us to discuss the realism 
of the prominent atmospheric circulation systems, such as 
the jet streams and the Hadley Cell, in ACCESS simulations. 
These are examples of the zonally-symmetric circulation; 
we will also examine the simulated Walker circulation, an 
important example of the zonally-asymmetric circulation 
in the tropics. In addition to the results from reanalyses 
and coupled simulations, we also show the relevant AMIP 
experiment result. The latter is useful in understanding if a 
particular coupled model bias arises due to deficiencies in 
the atmospheric component model or in other component 
models (some of the model biases may also originate from 
errors associated with the coupling procedure). 

Air temperatures
Figure 1 shows the zonal-mean air temperature from two 
reanalysis datasets (top row), two AMIP simulations (middle 
row) and two coupled simulations (bottom row) for the 
austral winter. The contours show the full zonal-mean values 
in the respective plots and the colour shadings show the 
differences from the values in the first plot (Fig. 1(a); ERA-
Interim reanalysis). Therefore, the temperature differences 
in the top-right panel (Fig. 1(b)) give us an indication of the 
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tend to be larger (smaller) in coupled simulations than in 
the respective AMIP simulations (Fig. 2(c−f)). The westerly 
bias in the NH tropical upper-troposphere and easterly bias 
in the SH subtropical upper troposphere appear to result 
from a narrower than observed Hadley cell simulated by the 
ACCESS coupled models (see the discussion of Fig. 3 below).

The Hadley and Ferrel cells
The Hadley circulation cells play an important role in 
shaping the global circulation of the atmosphere, for 
example, by transporting excess heat and momentum 
from the tropics to the extratropics (e.g. Holton 1992). This 
circulation system may be conveniently illustrated using the 
meridional overturning stream function, computed from the 

the impression of an equatorward shift in the simulated jet. 
However, an examination of the geographical (i.e. latitude−
longitude) distribution of the upper-tropospheric zonal winds 
(not shown) reveals that this is not the case in any systematic 
sense zonally; the subtropical jet, which is most pronounced 
in the Australia−western Pacific sector, is simulated well 
by the models in terms of intensity and location. The 
largest contributions to the tropical westerly bias and the 
subtropical easterly bias, mentioned above, come from other 
regions of the tropics, e.g. the tropical north Pacific and 
the Africa−West Indian Ocean sector. In addition to these 
tropical−subtropical biases, there is a slight poleward shift 
of the NH midlatitude jet in simulations compared to ERA-
Interim. The zonal wind biases in the tropics (extratropics) 

Fig. 1.  The latitude−pressure profiles of zonal-mean air temperatures (contours) from reanalyses (‘observations’) and ACCESS 
model simulations for 1979–2008. Also shown are the temperature differences (shades) between two reanalysis datasets 
as an estimate of the observational uncertainty, and between ACCESS simulations and a reanalysis as estimates of model 
biases. (a) ERA-Interim reanalysis, (b) CFSR reanalysis, (c) ACCESS1.0 AMIP simulation, (d) ACCESS1.3 AMIP simulation, (e) 
ACCESS1.0 historical simulation, and (f) ACCESS1.3 historical simulation. The contours represent the full temperature val-
ues, whereas the shades represent departures from ERA-Interim temperature. The stippling shows the statistically signifi-
cant differences at the 99 per cent level from ERA-Interim. Values are shown for the southern winter (June–July–August) 
season, and the unit is °C.
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and vertical winds (not shown). The AMIP simulations 
also show statistically significant biases (with a slightly 
stronger Hadley cell in both simulations), but these biases 
are smaller in magnitude than the differences between the 
two reanalyses (Fig. 3(b, c, d)). That the Hadley cell bias is 
different in coupled simulations to that in AMIP simulations 
indicates that the presence of equatorial SST biases in the 
coupled simulations (Bi et al. 2013, Rashid et al. 2013), and 
the resulting changes in the meridional SST gradient, may 
be partly responsible for the Hadley cell bias. For example, 
Gastineau et al. (2009) showed that the meridional structure 
of SST in their idealised experiments plays an important role 
in determining the Hadley cell response to global warming. 

The tropical-subtropical zonal wind biases in the 
ACCESS coupled simulations (Fig. 2(e, f)) are consistent 
with a narrower than observed simulated Hadley cell. As 
the southward flowing upper branch of the Hadley cell in 
austral winter generates an easterly (westerly) acceleration 
of the zonal flow to the north (south) of the equator (due to 

zonal-mean meridional wind (e.g. Waliser et al. 1999), which 
is displayed in Fig. 3 for reanalyses and model simulations. 
We again show results for the austral winter, when the 
Hadley cell is strongest in the SH (Fig. 3(a)). The NH cell 
is very weak in this season, as can be seen from the figure 
(see also Dima and Wallace 2003). In CFSR, the Hadley cell 
is stronger than in ERA-Interim, with the largest difference 
being in the ascending branch (Fig. 3(b)). This is consistent 
with the findings of Stachnik and Schumacher (2011), 
who discussed the differences in the Hadley cell strength, 
expansion and trend in a number of reanalyses, including 
ERA-Interim and CFSR. The model simulations show mixed 
results: in coupled simulations (Fig. 3(e, f)), the cell’s vertical 
extent is shallower and the meridional width is narrower 
(due to contractions on both sides), but the cell is stronger 
(weaker) in ACCESS1.0 (ACCESS1.3) than observed. Also, 
the rising motions are concentrated in a narrower region 
than in observed due to their southward shifts. These 
biases are also clearly seen in the zonal-mean meridional 

Fig. 2.  As in Fig. 1, except for the zonal-mean zonal wind (m s–1). The solid (dashed) contours show the westerly (easterly) zonal 
winds.
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that occurs in the Pacific sector and is most pronounced 
during the austral summer. Under normal conditions, this 
cell has its ascending branch in the western Pacific and the 
adjacent eastern Indian Ocean, while the descending branch 
is spread over the central and eastern Pacific. This is illustrated 
in Fig. 4, which shows the vector plots of divergent zonal 
wind and pressure vertical velocity at the equator for austral 
summer. Ascending motions of weaker magnitudes occur 
over the tropical African and South American continents. 
While ascent in ERA-Interim occurs over a broad longitude 
range around the Indonesian maritime continent (Fig. 4(a)), 
this occurs in CFSR over a more limited region (Fig. 4(b)). 
Otherwise, the differences between the two reanalyses are 
very small, except the ascending motion over equatorial 
Africa is largely absent in CFSR. In model simulations, the 
upward motions tend to be stronger than observed in the 
western Pacific. In AMIP simulations (Figs. 4(c, d)), there is 
a centre of large spurious upward motions over the western 
Indian Ocean, which is associated with an artificial rainfall 
maximum there (see Kowalczyk et al. 2013, their Fig. 8). This 

the Coriolis acceleration; see e.g. Fig. 11(c) in Dima et al. 
2005), a narrower Hadley cell means that there are weaker 
than observed easterly (westerly) accelerations on the 
upper north (south) side of the simulated Hadley cell. This 
means a westerly zonal wind bias in the NH tropical upper 
troposphere and an easterly zonal wind bias in the SH 
subtropical upper troposphere (near the southern edge of 
the Hadley cell).

The thermally indirect Ferrel cell is much weaker than 
the Hadley cell, but nevertheless is an important part of the 
midlatitude circulation. The Ferrel cell can be seen in Fig. 3 
between 30°S−60°S; this is slightly stronger in CFSR and in 
all model simulations than in ERA-Interim. 

The Walker cell
The tropical zonal circulation comprises a number of 
east−west overturning cells with ascending motions over 
equatorial Africa, South America and the maritime continent 
and descending motions elsewhere (e.g. Holton 1992). The 
largest of these cells is the so-called Walker circulation cell 

Fig. 3.  As in Fig. 1, except for the meridional overturning stream function (1010 kg s–1), depicting the Hadley cell. The dashed (solid) 
contours show counter-clockwise (clockwise) circulations.
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This is an important variable that may affect the model 
simulations of clouds (e.g. Sundqvist 1978), the associated 
radiative effects (e.g. Hartmann et al. 1992) and the water-
vapour feedback (Pierrehumbert 1995, Sherwood et al. 2010). 
In ERA-Interim, the large values (in excess of 50 per cent) 
are confined in the lower troposphere over all latitudes, but 
extend throughout the troposphere in high latitudes and 
in a narrow region just north of the equator (Fig. 5(a)). The 
latter corresponds to the ascending branch of the Hadley 
cell during austral winter. Lower values of relative humidity, 
below 50 per cent, are found in the subtropical mid to upper 
troposphere that coincide with the descending branch of the 
Hadley cell. These reanalysis based results are consistent 
with the results derived from radiosonde observations 

erroneous convection leads to a large divergent zonal wind 
bias in the upper troposphere. In coupled simulations (Fig. 
4(e, f)), stronger than observed upward motions are found 
over the region extending from the western Pacific to the 
western Indian Ocean. In the latter region, the relatively 
large upward motions appear to be associated with the high 
spurious rainfall seen in that region in AMIP simulations 
(Kowalczyk et al. 2013). Also, the centre of ascending 
motion over equatorial Africa is largely absent in all model 
simulations as it is in CFSR. 

Relative humidity
The pressure−latitude distribution of zonal-mean relative 
humidity is shown in Fig. 5 for the austral winter season. 

Fig. 4.  Vector plots of latitude-averaged (5°S–5°N) divergent zonal winds (Udiv; m s–1) and pressure vertical motions (ω; 0.02 Pa s–1) 
from reanalyses and ACCESS model simulations for 1979–2008, depicting the Walker cell: (a) ERA-Interim, (b) CFSR, (c) 
ACCESS1.0 AMIP simulation, (d) ACCESS1.3 AMIP simulation, (e) ACCESS1.0 historical simulation, and (f) ACCESS1.3 his-
torical simulation. The vectors in all panels represent the full values and a vector scale is shown in each panel. The contours 
in the first panel show the full values of Udiv. Also shown are the Udiv differences (shades) between two reanalysis datasets 
as an estimate of the observational uncertainty, and between ACCESS simulations and ERA-Interim as estimates of model 
biases. The stippling shows the Udiv differences statistically significant at the 99 per cent level from ERA-Interim. Values are 
shown for the southern summer (December–January–February) season, when the Walker cell is most pronounced.
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Watanabe et al. 2011). Also, they are similar to the multi-
model mean biases of the CMIP3 models (e.g. Reichler and 
Kim 2008b), implying that the ACCESS models show a better 
performance than the individual performance of the most 
previous generation climate models through reduced bias. 

Projections for the late 21st century

We now assess the projected changes in above circulation 
features for the late 21st century (2071−2100) by comparing 
these with the simulated historical circulations (1979−2008). 

Air temperatures
Figure 6 presents the pressure-latitude distribution of zonal-
mean air temperatures from the historical experiment and 
from two future emission scenario experiments, RCP4.5 and 
RCP8.5, for austral winter. The top two panels show results 
from the ACCESS1.0 and ACCESS1.3 historical experiments 
for convenience of comparison. The middle (bottom) panels 

(Peixoto and Oort 1996). The relative humidity in CFSR shows 
only small differences from that in ERA-Interim throughout 
most of the troposphere (Fig. 5(b)); however, significantly 
lower values are seen in two isolated regions in the SH polar 
lower stratosphere and near the tropical tropopause. The 
latter appears to be due to a slightly shallower Hadley cell in 
CFSR (cf. Fig. 3(a, b)). The model simulated relative humidity 
is mostly lower than that in ERA-Interim, and the differences 
are larger in magnitude than the differences between two 
reanalyses in the troposphere. The lower values in the 
tropical troposphere may be explained by the equatorward 
contractions of the Hadley cell on the northern edge, while 
the contraction on the southern edge appears to explain the 
positive bias in the subtropical mid-troposphere. Relative 
humidity biases of comparable magnitudes are also found in 
other CMIP5 models (e.g. Watanabe et al. 2011). 

In summary, the above analysis shows that the ACCESS 
model biases in the simulated atmospheric circulation 
features examined here are comparable to other CMIP5 
model biases (e.g. Martin et al. 2011, Donner et al. 2011, 

Fig. 5.  As in Fig. 1, except for zonal mean relative humidity (per cent).
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lower stratospheres (and throughout the stratosphere; not 
shown). We note large meridional temperature gradients 
extending from the upper-troposphere to the stratosphere 
at midlatitudes, with the winter hemisphere gradient 
being stronger. The large-scale patterns of temperature 
change are similar in the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 experiments, 
except that the latter experiment shows a larger change, as 
expected from its stronger external forcings (Meinshausen 
et al 2011). There appears to be no substantial difference 
between the temperature changes simulated by ACCESS1.0 
and ACCESS1.3. Dix et al. (2013) draw a similar conclusion 
from an analysis of surface air temperatures. The pattern of 
temperature changes simulated by ACCESS models is also 
consistent with other CMIP5 models (e.g. Meehl et al. 2012).

 The reliability of the model projection that the upper 

show the projected changes in RCP4.5 (RCP8.5) experiments, 
for ACCESS1.0 and ACCESS1.3, relative to the respective 
historical simulation. The changes for the RCP experiments 
(Fig. 6(c−f)) are shown in shades and the full values are 
shown by contours.

The projected temperature changes for late 21st century 
are a warming throughout the troposphere with the maximum 
warming occurring in the tropical upper troposphere. The 
maximum warming of around 4.5 °C in RCP4.5 is comparable 
to that in the A1B scenario for the CMIP3 multi-model 
means (Meehl et al. 2007), whereas the RCP8.5 warming 
(up to ~7 °C) is more comparable with the A2 scenario. As 
for CMIP3 model projections, the warming is larger in the 
NH than in the SH, and larger in the upper troposphere 
than at the surface. There are coolings in the extratropical 

Fig. 6.  The latitude−pressure profiles of zonal-mean air temperatures (contours) for a recent historical period (1979–2008) and 
projections for the late 21st century (2071–2100) for the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios. Also shown are the projected tem-
perature changes (shades) with respect to the historical simulations. (a) ACCESS1.0 historical simulation, (b) ACCESS1.3 
historical simulation, (c) ACCESS1.0 RCP4.5 simulation, (d) ACCESS1.3 RCP4.5 simulation, (e) ACCESS1.0 RCP8.5 simula-
tion, and (f) ACCESS1.3 RCP8.5 simulation. The contours represent the full temperature values, whereas the shades repre-
sent departures of the RCP simulations from the historical simulations by the respective models. Statistically significant 
departures (at 99 per cent level) are stippled. Values are shown for the southern winter (June–July–August) season, and the 
unit is °C.
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changes are a large increase in the subtropical jet strength 
(~8 m s–1 near the tropopause) and a moderate strengthening 
of the extratropical eddy-driven jet in the winter hemisphere 
(Fig. 7(c−f)). There is also a small northward shift of the 
subtropical jet found mainly in ACCESS1.0 simulations 
(Table 1.). The westerly (i.e. positive) wind change seen in 
the subtropical jet extends upward into the stratosphere, 
where the change is expressed as an equatorward shift of 
the polar night jet (not shown, but see Lorenz and DeWeaver 
2007, Wu et al. 2012). This westerly wind change is related to 
the increased meridional temperature gradient seen in the 
same region (Fig. 6) through the thermal wind balance. In 
the NH, there is a poleward shift of the midlatitude jet (Table 
1) and a westerly wind increase in the subtropical upper 
troposphere. Small easterly (i.e. negative) wind changes are 
also observed in some regions in Fig. 7(c–f), e.g. in the SH 
polar region and the tropical mid-troposphere, although 
the polar changes are too small to be statistically significant. 
During austral summer, the principal jet in each hemisphere 
strengthens and experiences a southward shift (Table 1). The 

troposphere will warm more than the surface has been 
debated in the literature (see Thorne et al. 2011 for a review). 
The debate has been on the basis that some observational 
datasets do not show such an amplified upper-tropospheric 
warming over the historical period. However, many recent 
studies have suggested that the existing observational 
(radiosonde and satellite) temperature datasets suffer 
from time-dependent instrumental errors that hinder a 
reliable estimation of the observed upper-tropospheric 
temperature trends. Indeed, refined estimates of the latter 
using homogenised observational data, as well as alternative 
datasets, have removed the fundamental disagreement 
between the model projections and observations (Allen and 
Sherwood 2008, Thorne et al. 2011). 

Jet streams
The historical values and their projected changes in the 
zonal-mean zonal winds are displayed in Fig. 7 for the austral 
winter. Also, Table 1 tabulates the meridional shifts and 
intensity changes of the principal hemispheric jets during 
both the austral winter and summer. The main tropospheric 

Fig. 7.  As in Fig. 6, except for the zonal mean zonal winds (m s–1).
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Fig. 8.  As in Fig. 6, except for the meridional overturning stream function (1010 kg s–1), depicting the Hadley cell. The dashed (solid) 
contours show counter-clockwise (clockwise) circulations.

Table 1.  Meridional shifts (deg. Lat) of the hemispheric principal jet streams in response to the anthropogenic global warming. The 
jet location is defined, separately for each hemisphere, as the latitude of the maximum zonal-mean zonal wind at 200 hPa. 
The jet shifts for the ACCESS1.0 and ACCESS1.3 RCP experiments (2071−2100) were calculated with respect to the respec-
tive historical experiments (1979−2008). Positive (negative) shift indicates a northward (southward) displacement of the jet 
maximum. The meridional shifts are measured as integer multiples of the models’ meridional resolution (1.25°). The letters 
in parentheses indicate the changes of jet strength in the RCP experiments with respect to the respective historical experi-
ments: S indicates strengthening, W indicates weakening, and U indicates unchanged.

Expts

JJA DJF

SH Jet shift (deg. Lat) NH Jet shift (deg. Lat) SH Jet shift (deg. Lat) NH Jet shift (deg. Lat)

A1.0 A1.3 A1.0 A1.3 A1.0 A1.3 A1.0 A1.3

RCP4.5
1.25 
(S)

0
(S)

1.25
(U)

1.25
(W)

–2.5
(S)

0
(S)

0
(S)

–1.25
(S)

RCP8.5
1.25
(S)

0
(S)

1.25
(W)

0
(W)

–3.75
(S)

–1.25
(S)

–1.25
(S)

–1.25
(S)
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pattern and magnitude of the projected zonal wind changes 
in ACCESS models are comparable to the corresponding 
multi-model model mean projections of the CMIP3 models 
(Lorenz and DeWeaver 2007). 

The Hadley and Ferrel cells
The Hadley and Ferrel cells and their changes under global 
warming are illustrated by the meridional overturning stream 
function, as before. The historical values and the projected 
changes of these cells are plotted in Fig. 8 for the austral 
winter. Also shown in Table 2 are the poleward expansions 
and intensity changes of the seasonal Hadley cell for both 
the austral winter and summer seasons. The main changes in 
the Hadley circulation include a deepening through vertical 

Fig. 9.  Vector plots of latitude-averaged (5°S–5°N) divergent zonal winds (Udiv; m s–1) and pressure vertical motions (ω; 0.02 Pa s–1), 
showing the Walker circulation, for the historical period (1979–2008) and projections for the late 21st century (2071–2100) 
for the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios: (a) ACCESS1.0 historical simulation, (b) ACCESS1.3 historical simulation, (c) AC-
CESS1.0 RCP4.5 simulation, (d) ACCESS1.3 RCP4.5 simulation, (e) ACCESS1.0 RCP8.5 simulation, and (f) ACCESS1.3 RCP8.5 
simulation. The contours and vectors in the first two panels show the full values of Udiv and the Walker circulation, respec-
tively. The projected changes (c–f) in Udiv (shades) and the Walker circulation (vectors) are estimated with respect to their 
historical values. The stippling shows the Udiv changes statistically significant at the 99 per cent level from ERA-Interim. A 
scale for the vectors is provided in each plot; note the difference of vector scales in (a), (b) and (c–f). Values are shown for 
the southern summer (December–January–February) season, when the Walker cell is most pronounced.

Table 2.  Poleward expansions of the seasonal Hadley Cell 
in response to the anthropogenic global warming. 
The numbers represent meridional shifts (in deg. 
Lat) of the zero-contour at 700 hPa designating the 
poleward edge of the Hadley Cell in the winter hemi-
spheres. See the caption of Table 1 for other related  
information.

Expts
JJA DJF

A1.0 A1.3 A1.0 A1.3

RCP4.5
0

(S)
–1.25

(S)
0

(W)
1.25
(W)

RCP8.5
–1.25
(U)

–1.25
(U)

1.25
(W)

1.25
(W)
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consistent with observed intensification over the historical 
period (Stachnik and Schumacher 2011). Surprisingly, the 
SH Hadley cell intensification is non-existent in RCP8.5 
simulations (Fig. 8(e, f)) in both models. Also, the projected 
deepening of the Hadley cell in ACCESS simulations is in 
accord with the observed and model predicted increase of 
the tropopause height under anthropogenic forcings (e.g. 
Kushner et al. 2001; Santer et al. 2003). Apart from these 
changes in the Hadley cell, there is no apparent change 
found for the eddy-driven Ferrel cell, except for a hint of a 
poleward displacement. 

The Walker cell
The tropical zonal circulation change under global warming 
has been extensively studied using coupled model simulations 
from the CMIP3 archive (e.g. Held and Soden 2006, Vecchi 
and Soden 2007). The CMIP3 simulations generally show 
a weakening of the Walker circulation during the 21st 
century, although the sign of the forced change for the 20th 
century is ambiguous according to recent observational and 
modelling work (Power and Kociuba 2011, Meng et al. 2012). 

extension of the cell, a poleward expansion at the southern 
edge, and an equatorward contraction on the northern 
edge (Fig. 8(c−f)). The extent of the poleward expansions, in 
degrees latitude, is shown in Table 2 for the SH Hadley cell 
in austral winter and the NH Hadley cell in austral summer. 
All the RCP experiments show the poleward expansion 
(except for the ACCESS1.0 RCP4.5 experiment) in addition, 
the RCP4.5 experiments show a strengthening of the cell (i.e. 
the minimum value of the stream function decreases further; 
see Fig. 8(c, d) and Table 2) during the austral winter. During 
the austral summer, however, the Hadley cell weakens 
in all the RCP experiments. The poleward expansion of 
the Hadley cell has been found to be a robust feature in 
analyses of historical records (Stachnik and Schumacher 
2011, Hu and Fu 2007, Fu et al. 2006) and of climate change 
projections by CMIP3 class models (Gastineau et al. 2008, 
Mitas and Clement 2006). However, the small intensification 
of the SH Hadley cell found in RCP4.5 experiments is not 
consistent with the moderate weakening trend projected 
by most CMIP3 models (Gastineau et al. 2008), though it is 

Fig. 10.  As in Fig. 6, except for zonal mean relative humidity (per cent).
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Discussion and conclusions

In this paper, we investigate the realism of the historical 
(1979–2008) atmospheric circulations and discuss their 
projected changes in the late 21st century (2071–2100) under 
the anthropogenic emission scenarios, as simulated by the 
two versions of the ACCESS coupled model, ACCESS1.0 
and ACCESS1.3. We restrict our discussion mostly to the 
austral wintertime tropospheric circulation features above 
the surface, as the results concerning the simulated surface 
climate will be presented elsewhere. The coupled model 
biases in some prominent circulation systems have been 
estimated using two recent reanalyses (ERA-Interim and 
CFSR). The main biases are: (i) the upper-tropospheric cold 
and polar warm biases, (ii) a westerly wind bias in the tropical 
upper troposphere and easterly wind biases in the southern 
and northern midlatitudes, (iii) a narrower than observed 
Hadley circulation cell, (iv) a stronger Walker circulation 
cell, and (v) drying (moistening) near the outer edges of the 
ascending (descending) branch of the Hadley cell, resulting 
from the latter being narrower in the model simulations. 
These biases are found, for the most part, to be comparable 
to the multi-model mean biases of CMIP3 models, suggesting 
that the performance of ACCESS models is better than 
the individual performance of most previous generation 
models. We also found the ACCESS model performance 
to be comparable to some other CMIP5 models, for which 
the relevant evaluation results have been published (e.g. 
Martin et al. 2011, Donner et al. 2011, Watanabe et al. 2011). 
Our assessment is consistent with a quantitative, skill-
score based evaluation of 25 CMIP5 models that places 
the ACCESS models among the upper performing CMIP5 
models for key surface variables (Watterson et al. 2013). 

 The projected changes for the late 21st century according 
to the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 emission scenarios are assessed 
against the simulated historical circulations. The main 
results are: (i) tropospheric warmings with the maximum 
being in the upper-troposphere and the NH polar region, 
(ii) a strengthening of the wintertime subtropical jet and 
a poleward shift of the summertime midlatitude jet, (iii) 
a deepened Hadley cell with poleward expansion, (iv) a 
weakening of the Walker cell, and (v) a pattern of relative 
humidity change that is mostly consistent with the changes 
in the Hadley cell. The SH Hadley cell also shows moderate 
intensification in the RCP4.5 case, and this differs from 
the projections of the previous generation models. While 
the Hadley cell intensifies in the RCP4.5 simulations, this 
intensification is not seen in the RCP8.5 simulations, despite 
the latter simulations having larger GHG forcings. Recent 
simulations suggest that increasing aerosols may weaken 
the simulated Hadley cell in austral winter (Rotstayn et al. 
2012); thus decreasing aerosols, as in the RCP emission 
scenarios, may strengthen it. Therefore, a plausible 
explanation for the different Hadley cell responses may be 
that, in the RCP4.5 experiments, the Hadley cell is primarily 
responding to the decreasing aerosols, with the weakening 

The projected zonal circulation changes in ACCESS model 
simulations are presented in Fig. 9. While we analysed all the 
other circulation features for the austral winter, we assessed 
the Walker circulation for the austral summer, when this 
circulation system is the strongest. The pattern of changes 
is somewhat different between ACCESS1.0 and ACCESS1.3: 
in the former, the ascending motions around the West Pacific 
maritime continent appear to weaken in response to global 
warming (Fig. 9(c, e)). While a similar weakening of the 
ascending motions is also seen in the ACCESS1.3 projections, 
there is also a significant strengthening to the east of this 
region, over the central Pacific (Fig. 9(d, f)). This strengthening 
results from an eastward expansion of the ascending motion 
in ACCESS1.3 RCP simulations, as an examination of the full 
projected zonal circulation fields reveals (not shown). In fact, 
the ascending motions in this model expand both eastward 
and westward, occupying the sector between 60°E to 180° 
longitudes, accompanied by a weakening in the middle, 
around 120°E longitude. This is manifested in the projected 
anomaly fields (Fig. 9(d, f)) as anomalous upward motions 
near 60°E and 180° and downward motions near 120°E. 
Therefore, the Walker circulation change in ACCESS1.3 is 
characterised by an eastward shift of its ascending branch. 
On the other hand, the projected change in ACCESS1.0 
simulation is a weakening of the Walker circulation, 
expressed as anomalous downward (upward) motion in 
the region of historical upward (downward) motions in the 
tropical west (east) Pacific.

Relative humidity
The relative humidity changes during the late 21st century 
are presented in Fig. 10 for the austral winter. The changes 
are mostly negative, except for the tropopause region, 
tropical mid-troposphere and the lower half of the NH polar 
troposphere. The strongest drying occurs in the tropical 
upper troposphere and over the subtropics (extratropics) 
of the SH (NH), constituting a horseshoe-shaped pattern. 
This drying pattern has also been observed previously 
in CMIP3 models (Richter and Xie 2008, Sherwood et 
al. 2010, Wright et al. 2010), and has been attributed to 
various changes associated with global warming, such as 
the poleward expansion of the Hadley cell and increase in 
tropopause height. These latter changes are also clearly seen 
in ACCESS model simulations (cf. Figs 6 and 8), and are 
likely to be responsible for the relative humidity changes. 
The moistening (drying) in the tropical tropopause (upper 
troposphere) appears to be due to an upward shift of the 
detrainment level associated with a deepening Hadley 
cell under global warming. The moistening in the tropical 
mid-troposphere is consistent with a stronger Hadley 
circulation and larger evaporation from the tropical oceans 
(not shown) projected by the ACCESS models. Also, the 
lower-tropospheric moistening in the NH polar region 
may be associated with the excess evaporation that results 
from the northern summer sea-ice retreat (Uotila et al. 2013) 
associated with large warmings found in that region (Fig. 6).
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effect of the GHGs being secondary. On the other hand, the 
GHG forcings are stronger in the RCP8.5 experiments than 
in RCP4.5 experiments, and the strengthening of the Hadley 
cell due to decreasing aerosols is largely being balanced by 
the weakening due to a stronger increase in GHGs. We also 
find that the projected Walker cell changes in the ACCESS 
models are different: in ACCESS1.0 (ACCESS1.3) the Walker 
cell weakening results from an in-place weakening (eastward 
shift) of this cell.

The main features of the projected changes are qualitatively 
similar to those found in previous generation climate models 
and also in some CMIP5 models for which the relevant 
results are published. This suggests that the projected 
changes from both ACCESS models and other CMIP5 and 
CMIP3 models are robust for the features examined here, 
despite the fact that there are substantial differences (e.g. 
in parameterisations, resolutions, and forcing scenarios) 
between the current and previous generation of climate 
models. It is, however, likely that models will differ in 
their projections for other features, such as rainfall, and 
for regional climate change, given these features’ higher 
sensitivity to model deficiencies. This situation can only be 
improved through continuing development of the models’ 
parameterisation schemes and by increasing their spatio-
temporal resolutions, accompanied by critical evaluations of 
climate model simulations of past and future climates. 
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